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Introduction
It is well known that the mechanical properties of 

crystalline samples are structurally highly sensitive. The 
mechanical characteristics of the sample under study 
depend not only on the initial structure and substructure, but 
also on the nature of change in the process of plastic  ow. 
Plastic deformation of crystalline samples is characterized 
by two modes - translational and rotational. In the  rst case, 
as a result of plastic deformation of the elementary event 

- slip dislocations on the sample surface at the exit site of 
dislocation occurs in the form of steps relief whose shape, 
size, number, orientation, and other parameters can judge 
and the mechanism of occurrence of plastic deformation. 
Similarly, in the second case, when the plastic deformation 
is characterized by a rotary mechanism, there is a reversal of 
certain parts of the sample, which can signi cantly change 
not only share in the plastic deformation of the translation 
mode, but also to make an independent contribution (in 
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some cases substantial) in the plastic deformation of the 
entire sample .

In recent years, developed a number of techniques 
[1, 2, 3, 4], that allow using color maps to determine the 
orientation and orientation substructural characteristics 
of the sample and monitor in situ for their change in the 
course of its deformation. Using the method of imaging 
hues [5, 6] it is possible to determine the parameters of the 
linear substructural  1 micron resolution and angular 10  
seconds.

The traditional method of determining the translational 
component of plastic deformation based on a study of 
the strain relief in the form of steps slip occurring on the 
polished surface of the sample [7]. 

Experimental studies patterns of plastic deformation 
of polycrystalline samples made in recent years have 
shown that it is impossible not only to determine and 
predict the occurrence and sequence of deformation modes, 
thus characterize a pattern of plastic deformation in the 
whole sample. The main reason is the lack of experimental 
techniques which allow the process of plastic deformation 
synchronously follow the emergence and development of 
shear and rotation deformation modes. 

The simultaneous use methods of obtaining color 
orientation maps and thus de ne substructural characteristics 
and their changes in the process of deformation of the 
sample to the entire working surface of the sample and 
methodology of the study of deformation structures in the 
form of sliding steps will enable to trace the origin and 
development of different modes of plastic deformation, to 
determine the role of each of them in the plastic deformation 
of the whole of the sample and eventually to describe the 
mechanism of plastic deformation of the specimen.

Aim of this study was to develop a technique for the 
simultaneous investigation of translational and rotational 
fashion plastic deformation of the sample in situ during its 
deformation.

Description of the experimental setup
Scheme of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. 

On the base plate (3) of the deforming device at different 
sides test sample installed two devices: one for registration 
color orientation maps, another - for the registration in situ 
during the plastic deformation of the diffraction pattern 
formed by diffraction of the laser radiation on elements 
of the strain relief arising on the surface of the sample 
during its plastic deformation. For experimental studies 
it is necessary that one of the working surfaces of the 
sample (1) was polished, to identify the strain relief on 
it and recording the diffraction patterns on this relief by 
laser using a web camera (4), the other for the purpose 
of chemically etched identifying on it a quasiperiodic 
relief with which the interaction of white light leads to 
the effect of diffraction of [2] and, consequently, to the 

appearance of color orientation maps recorded by using a 
Web camera (10). Due to the fact that the size of the laser 
beam on the sample surface are insigni cant (2×2 mm2) 
in the installation has a device (8) for scanning the laser 
beam across the sample surface. The scanning speed was 
10 mm / sec. Special screen (6) is transparent to the laser 
radiation ( =630 nm) allows to record diffraction patterns 
with a digital camera.  Voltage measuring deformation 
unused specially made elastic element (9) with adhesive 
on it, and strain gauges connected in a bridge circuit. The 
deformation of the sample was carried out using a special 
loading device, which was the ultimate force  5 kg. The 
rate of deformation of the sample - 10-5 -1. All information 
about the sample in the form of color orientation maps, 
laser diffraction patterns and the deformation curve in 
coordinates  = ( )  synchronous recorded with a PC with 
a period of 0,01 seconds. 

Fig. 1. The experimental setup.

Fig. 2. The color orientation map of the surface of the in-
dividual grains of the polycrystalline sample aluminum 
after deformation by 17%.

The technique of simultaneous investigation of the laws of occurrence and development of rotational and 
translational modes in situ during plastic deformation of the samples
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Research results and their discussion
As an example, in Fig. 2. Bring the color orientation 

map of the surface of the individual grains of a 

polycrystalline sample of aluminum after deformation by 
17%.

Color image of the surface of the grains uniform, which 
indicates the presence in the sample of the substructure 
elements [3]. Fig. 3. provide information on the distribution 
of elements of the substructure for the size of the sample 
before and after the deformation of 17%, obtained using 
the method of visualization [5] The colors in the COM. 
From Fig. 3 that when the deformation of 17% in the 1-st 
(a) and 2-nd (b) the grain is its division into blocks with a 
decrease in the average block size, and expanding the range 
of their disorientation. In the 3-rd grain (c) in the process 
of deformation of the sample, and the average size of the 
block range of misorientation not changed. This grain is in 
the process of plastic deformation unfolding as a whole. 

Distribution curves subgrain size and crystallographic 
orientation to third grain deformation to the sample and 
after deformation of 17% are shown in Fig. 3 c.

Thus, effects rotation of the  rst and second grain 
manifested in a change in orientation of the sample during 
deformation substructure elements, their crushing and 
spreading of these changes, and the third average grain size 
subgrain disorientation and their spectra remain practically 
unchanged. In the process of deformation of the grain 
subgrain orientation change occurs, leading to a change in 
the orientation of the grain as a whole.

Here, in Fig. 4 shows typical laser diffraction patterns 
obtained from the grains mentioned above, after the 
deformation of the sample by 17%.

For grain 1 with a well-developed structure of a rotary 
slip traces are found almost, so there is no diffraction pattern 
(Fig. 3 a). On the surface of grain 3 after the deformation 
of the sample at 17% deformation relief formed in the form 
of steps at the exit site slip dislocations. This is evidenced 
by the form of the diffraction pattern resulting from the 
interaction of the laser beam with the relief (Fig. 3 c). 
Analysis color maps of the orientation obtained from the 
surface of the grain, showing that the effect of grain in the 
crushing process of deformation of the sample takes place.

Fig. 4. Laser diffraction patterns from the surface of the grains of the polycrystalline sample 1,2,3 after deformation 
by 17%.
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c

Fig. 3. Distribution of the elements of the substructure 
in various size grains of a polycrystalline sample after 
17% deformation (a - grain 1, b - grain 2, c - 3 grain).
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Conclusions
1.The technique allows to simultaneously investigate 

the emergence and development of translational and 
rotational deformation modes of the sample in situ in the 
process of deformation has been proposed.

2.Using a laser technique [8] allows not only to register 
the occurrence of strain relief, but also the character of its 
development in the process of deformation of the sample. 
By the form of the diffraction pattern can determine the 
direction of the slide and the change in the deformation 
process. The shape and size of the diffraction pattern (in 
view of its re exes) can be de ned such substructural 
characteristics of plastic  ow [8] as the minimum distance 
between slip lines, characterized by intensive development 
of plastic deformation and the character of the curvature 
of the slip lines de ning the pattern of hardening of the 
sample.
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